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Abstract 
This paper investigates analytically and numerically intertemporal equilibrium portfolio 
policies under time dependent returns. The analysis is performed using a new method for ob­
taining approximate closed form solutions to the optimal portfolio-consumption pr,)blem that 
does not require the imposition of constraints on the. conditional moments of consumption and 
that allows for autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity in stock returns. The analytical 
and numerical results show that the elasticity of intertemporal substitution is irrelevant for 
the determination of the portfolio policy when returns are persistent and follow GARCH 
processes. In addition, results show that small departures from the i.i.d. assumption produce 
an important variability in the portfolio holdings that contrasts with the static CAPM constant 
portfolio policies. However, a conditional version of the static CAPM with the bclusion of 
a Jensen inequality correction is able to explain the overwhelming majority of the mean and 
almcst all the variability of the equilibrium portfolio weights for a sensible chuice of the 
parameters of the conditional mean and variance processes of asset returns. 
KEYWORDS: CAPM, conditional heteroskedasticity, Euler equations, approximation anal­
ysis, numerical solutions. 
1 Introduction 
An important part of the literature in Applied Financial Economics in the last few years has 
documented the existence of significant time-dependency in stock returns. Thus, work by 10 and 
Mackinley (198E., 1990a, 1990b), Fama and French (1988), Poterba and Summers (1988), and 
Cutler, Poterba and Summers (1990). among others, has detected the presence of predictable 
components in s';ock returns that have the form of negative autocorrelation for individual stocks 
at high frequencies and for the aggregate market portfolio at low frequencies and positive auto­
correlation for al�regate portfolios at hlgb frequencies. On the other hand, papers by Bollerslev 
(1986), BoU .. ,lev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988), Nelson (1991) and Pagan and Schwert (1989) 
have provided empirical evidence on the existence of a significant autoregressive structure in the 
conditional variance of stock returns. Those findings have been extensively used in the asset pric­
ing literature as evidence against the hypothesis of the standard conditional homoskedastic risk 
neutral random walk model for asset prices, either with the purpose of challenging the efficient 
markets paradigm or with the purpose of underlining the necessity of assuming more sophisticated 
risk averse agents to explain asset prices. In the latter tradition, the discrete time versions of 
the Consumption based Capital Asset Pricing Models (e.g., Hansen and Singleton (1982, 1983). 
Grossman and Shiller (1984), Breeden, Gibbons and Litzenberger (1989), and its generalizations 
(e.g., Epstein and Zin (1989), Weil (1990), and Constantinides (1990)) provide an intertemporai 
framework wherl! efficient pricing is compatible with time dependency in returns. 
The direct pa.rtial equilibrium analysis of portfolio policies under time-dependent returns in 
discrete time is IE:ss developed than the asset pricing literature. The reason is, to a great extent, the 
difficulty in obtaining closed form solutions for a sufficiently general problem even under specific 
distributional asmmptions on asset prices. This fact contrasts with the successful developments 
of portfolio theory in continuous time in the tradition inaugurated with the work of Merton 
(1971, 1973). 11 this framework, the mutual fund separation theorems provide an insightful 
interpretation of closed form solutions of the intertemporal portfolio problem when asset prices 
follow diffusion J'.rocesses. However, those results are not directly a.pplicable to empirical analysis 
with discrete da.l;a.. 
The analysis of portfolio policies in discrete time often relies on CAPM like static, two-period 
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models. Those popular models are, in general, theoretically inappropriate in ;Ul intertemporal 
framework if returns are time-dependent. However, the predictions of those static models are 
essentially correct in a world where the state variables are independent and identi :ally distributed. 
This result holds under a variety of preference structures (see Giovanini and Weil (1989) and 
Kocherlakota (1990)) and constitutes a natural benchmark against which to analyze the relevance 
of using sophisticated intertemporal models to analyze the optimal portfolio chuice. 
In this paper, I analyze the role of the intertemporal dependency of return" in the determi­
nation of agents' equilibrium portfolio 'policies. I assume a general specification of preferences, 
identical to the ones suggested by Epstein and Zin (1989) and WeB (1990), and focus on the 
analysis of the rational portfolio choice between risky and riskless assets. ThE: specification of 
preferences allows one to analyze independently the effects of aversion to risk a.nd intertemporal 
substitution of consumption on the determination of the optimal portfolio. The I�oal is to charac­
terize the difference between the predictions of the static models with those of be intertemporal 
models as an interaction between agents' preferences and the distribution of asset returns. In 
particular, I study how the time-dependency in the distribution of returns affects the mean and 
the variability of the holdings of the risky asset and the role of risk aversion and the elasticity of 
substitution in the determination of the optimal portfolio policy. 
Given the absence of closed form solutions, the analysis has to rely on lineal approximations 
or numerical solution techniques. In this paper I explore both approaches. I perform an approx­
imation analysis by obtaining a first order Taylor series expaIl;sion of the first order conditions of 
the intertemporal maximization problem expressed in terms of the consumption Health-ratio. Re­
cently, Campbell (1990) has obtained an approximat� asset pricing expression v·ithout reference 
to consumption by combining a linear approximation to the budget constraint with the standard 
Euler Equation. In order to do that, Campbell assumes that asset returns and ,:onsumption are 
jointly homoskedastic. Unlike Campbell, I do not need to impose exogenous ccnstraints on the 
conditional moments of consumption, so that the framework is useful for analyzing· individuals' 
equilibrium consumption-portfolio policies. Furthermore, I show that the analysii is robust to the 
presence of the standard form of a.utoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity in asset returns. 
This provides empirical attractiveness to both the portfolio policy and the asset pricing analysis. 
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Finally, the numerical part of the exercise is useful for two reasons. On one side, it provides the 
possibility of testing the accuracy of the approximate portfolio expressions. On the other hand, 
it allows the analysis to be extended to include more general stochastic processes for returns. 
In particular, I �tudy optimal portfolio policies under time varying persistence and exponential 
conditional heteroskedasticity in stock returns. 
This paper i� organized as follows. Section 2 presents the intertemporal decision model. Sec-
tion 3 obtains at, approximate expression for the equilibrium consumption policy under common 
distributional as:.umptions on returns and discusses its asset pricing implications. Section 4 uses 
the results of Section 3 to obtain an approximate expression for the two-asset equilibrium portfolio 
policy. Section!l solves numerically the equilibrium consumption-portfolio problem for different 
distributional as:;umptions on returns. Section 6 concludes. 
2 An IntHtemporal Consumption-Portfolio Problem 
Assume that thl! agents in the economy behave according to the generalized isoelastic prefer-
ences (GIP) introduced by Epstein and Zin (1989) and Wei} (1990). The assumption of GIP 
preferences implies rather sophisticated agents who show independent attitudes toward risk and 
toward substitution of consumption over time. This allows a relatively complete description of 
the consumption·portfolio choice in a world with time·dependent uncertainty. In a finite horizon 
setting, the GIP preferences are defined by a utili,ty function that has the recursive structure 
Ut = V[G" EtUt+1] = {(1- 6)Ci-P + 6(EtUHd� } t=; 
>.= 
UT ; [<1- 6)C}-'] ,-, . 
t < T (1) 
(2) 
In this preference structure, "'f is t�e coefficient of relative risk aversion for timeless gambles 
and IIp is the elasticity of intertempora.i substitution. IT i ::; p, expression (2) collapses to the 
time-additive co:n.stant relative risk aversion expected utility specification. 
Agents can invest in N + 1 securities whose respective returns are Ri(t + 1) (i :::: 0"", N). 
Define Wt as ,thE' total wealth of an agent at the beginning of period t, and Rm(t + 1) as the real 
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gross return of the portfolio of assets held from period t to t + 1. Then at period t, the agents' 
budget constraint has the form 
W'+l = (W, - C,)R",(t + 1) (3) 
The first order conditions of an agent who maximizes (2) subject to (3) impl:' the set of Euler 
equations 
i = 0" " ,JII, (4) 
together with the terminal condition (CT = WT). Now, let's define the consump';ion-wealth ratio 
at period t as at = Ct/W!. Then, specializing (4) for the return on the equilibrium portfolio we 
find the following stochastic Euler equation for the equilibrium consumption-wealth ra.tio 
.. = {I +.J [Eo (R",(t + I)H.::t='i) ] "',:,;) }-' 
aT 1. 
t < 1', (5) 
(6) 
Then, expressing the system (4) in terms of the consumption-wealth ra.tio ane. subtracting the 
Euler equation corresponding to asset 0 from the remaining N equations we find 
E, .::,'-' Rm(t + W' [R;(t + 1) - Ra(t + I)J = 0 { >= } i = l .. ·N. (7) 
Expressions (5) and (7) constitute a set of (N+l) equations that together with a transversality 
condition completely characterize the optimal portfolio and consumption policies for a given 
distribution of the asset returns. 
Expression (7) is very informative about the importance of the intertempol'al aspect of the 
optimal portfolio decision problem. This is relevant as long as the term in olt+! on the left 
hand side of (7) is sufficiently related to the distribution of asset returns. For those cases were, 
according to (5), the equilibrium wealth ratio :is independent of the distribution of asset returns 
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(as in the i.i.G�. case). the intertemporal equilibrium portfolio policy is equivalent to the one 
corresponding ';0 a. sequence of two-period expected utility of wealth maximizing problems. The 
agents will choose portfolio policies that depart from the simple two-period strategy only if their 
future consumption decisions depend upon the realization of the asset returns. The existence and 
the magnitude I)f that distributional dependence is endogenously determined. by the interaction of 
agent's preferences with the distribution of asset returns. Thus, in order to analyze the importance 
of intertempord considerations in deciding portfolio strategies, we have to understand how the 
information about the distribution of asset returns affects the distribution of the consumption-
wealth ratio for given values of the preference parameters. Once we have done that, we will be able 
to observe how different are the optimal portfolio implications of the intertemporal models from 
the prescriptions of the static models for empirically sensible specifications of the asset returns. 
Unfortunately, outside very specific cases (i.i.d returns and/or unit elasticity of intertemporal 
substitution with either lognormal AR(1) returns or unit coefficient of relative risk aversion1), it 
is not possible t,) obtain exact closed forms for the equilibrium consumption wealth ratio and the 
portfolio holdinl�s. Therefore, we have to rely on suitable approximations or numerical solution 
techniques. I now proceed to exploit both a.pproaches in turn. 
3 An Approximate Closed Form Solution for the Optimal Con-
sumption Policy Problem 
3.1 Log.linear Approximation to the First Order Conditions 
Campbell and M:ankiw (1989) and Campbell (1990) use a log-linear approximation to the budget 
constraint (3) a:(ld variants of the Euler equation (4) in an infinite horizon problem to obtain 
approximate elored-form solutions for the aggregate consumption-wealth ratio. This ,"pproach, 
however, requirei making assumptions on both the form and the moments of the joint conditional 
distribution of tb.e equilibrium portfol..io return and consumption. A more appealing approa.ch 
from a partial �.uil..ibrium individual decision perspective is to make sensible assumptions about 
the dist�ibution Ilf asset returns and to determine endogenously the moments of the consumption 
lGiovanini ud 'Neil (1988) doccument these result. The i..i.d. cue h .. been .ao 6tudied by Kocherlahyota. 
(1990) in discrete time ud Svenaou (1990) in continuoD time. 
policy which is optimal under those distributional assumptions. I will accomplish this task by 
performing a direct linearization of the stochastic difference equation (5). I nE:ed however, as 
in Campbell (1990), to assume that the consumption-wealth ratio and the equilibrium portfolio 
return have a joint conditional lognormal distribution. 
Taking logs on both sides of equation (5) and performing a first order Taylor I:eries expansion 
, 
of the right hand side around its unconditional mean at t we find 
where 
-loga, = A(T-I) 
A(T -t) = 
B(T-t) = 
D(T - t) = 
loge! + .expD(T -I», 
exp D(T - t) 
!+expD(T t) , { , !- P 
[( -,'=>)]} 
E log op+ p(I-"Y) log E, Rm(t+l)1-"'at+l1-P , 
(8) 
(9) 
and tm(t) = logRmt and qmm(t), o-.... (t), and q .. m(t) represent the conditional second order 
moments of the joint distribution of the (log) equilibrium return and the (log) consumption­
wealth ratio. The term D(T -t) and therefore A(T -t) and B(T -t) are deterministic functions 
of time reflecting the fact that, in this finite-horizon problem, log(a,) does not have, in general, 
a stationary unconditional distribution2• 
As in the Mankiw-Campbell case, the lower the variability of a, conditional on t - I, the 
higher the accuracy of this approximation. Thus, in the i.i.d case it is easy to see that a, becomes 
a deterministic sequence. For this case, the approximating expression (8) beco:nes exact under 
lognormality of the returns. 
Now, using the condition 10g(aT) = 0 in equation (8) we find 
2In the infinite horizon cue, if Rm(t + 1) hu • Itationary diltribution, then, under some Iitudard regularity 







Q;(T -') � 
P(T -.) 
E, I;Q;(T- .){ 1- Prrn('+i)+ (1- p)(I-,)Urnrn(' +i -I) 
;=1 p 2p 
(I - ,)u.rn(H i -1)+ �g = ;i U •• (. + i-I)} . 
T-l 
A(T -.) - � D(T -. -i + I)Q;(T -.) 
;=0 
;-1 




Expression (10.1 shows how the consumption-wealth ratio at period t is characterized by the 
expected changes in the conditional mean of returns and in the second order moment of the 
joint distribution of the consumption-wealth ratio and the asset returns. If consumption and 
the portfolio return rm(t) are assumed to have a conditional homoskedastic distribution (as in 
Campbell (1991)), then ae and Tm(t) also have a homoskedastic joint conditional distribution. In 
this case, expreiision (10) shows that the (log) consumption-ratio is simply a deterministic term 
plus a discountE:d sum of future expected returns. Then, the responsiveness of the consumption-
wealth 'ratio to changes in the opportunity set is essentially independent of the coefficient of 
relative risk aversion (-y)3 and only depends on the elasticity of intertemporal substitution (1/ p). 
In the general heteroskedastic case, however, both parameters characterize the effect of expected 
cbanges in the lQoments of the returns on the optimal consumption policy. Not surprisingly, the 
risk associated with changes in the varia.bility of market returns and the uncertainty a.bout the 
distribution of future optimal consumption affect the marginal propensity to consume in a wa.y 
which is not independent of the risk aversion parameter. 
The homosk,�astic assumption, as formulated in Campbell (1990), is not atractive for two 
reasons. First, it imposes exogenous conditions on the distribution of both returns and consump. 
tion when the fo:rmer should be sufficient to characterize optimal consumption decisions according 
3Notice however that the dyn.unia of III will not be completely independent of "T since the latter &ffects the 
former through tbt determination of discount factor5 (Qj(T - m 
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to (8). Second, it is inconsistent with the empirical evidence on autoregressive conditional het-
eroskedastkity in stock returns4, (See, e.g., Bollerslev (1986), Engle and Wooldridge (1986) and 
Pagan and Schwert (1989).) A necessary step forward is, then, to characterize completely the 
optimal consumption policy from the single assumption of a sufficiently general and empirically 
attractive conditional heteroskedastic: distribution for returns. This is done here by assuming 
that the equilibrium-portfolio return follows the VAR process 5 
rm(t) r/.(t - 1) + m(t) 
.(t) = r.(t - 1) + u(t), 
(12) 
(13) 
where 17 and r are, respectively, a vector and a matrix of parameters; met) and u(t) are non­
autocorrelated random variables, and x(t) is a vector of exogenous variables whose first component 
is Tm(t). Using (13), it can be immediately seen that the expected returns follow a simple first-
order autoregressive process 
where H 
and v(t) 
r/.(t) = HEHrm(t) + v(t) 
r/(f''7')'r)-
lr'� 
H (r'��'r) -I r' '7')' u( t). 
(14) 
(15) 
Assume now that, conditional on the information available at period t, (mt, VI) is normally 





4Those two criticisms apply also to the heteroskedastic model proposed in Campbell (1991). ·In that model a 
line&! combination of the conditional 5eCOnd moments of aggregated returns and consumption is made to depend 
on expected returns. 
�ldeally one would like to make cfu;tributional a8&umptions on the returns of the elementar;, securities. Unfor­
tunately the problem becomes immediately analytically intractable. On the other hand, the numerical simulations 
presented in Section 4 show that the reiultr; of this section hold in a two asset problem whell the distributional 
assumptions are made OD the return of the risky asset. 
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Once we have specified the distribution of asset returns, we can solve (10) ba.ckwards using the 
terminal condi":ion 10g(aT) = O. Notice that log(aT_l) depends only on the mean and variance 
of rm(T) conditional on the information available at T - 1. Continuing the recursion we are able 
to express the �log) consumption-wealth ratio in terms of the expected values of the future con-
ditional moments of met) and v(t) without reference to the moments of the consumption-wealth 
ratio. Furthernlore, the VAR-GARCH process specified above has two interesting properties that 
help to simplif:! expression (10). First, the expected values of next period's conditional second 
order moments are linear in the current period's conditional second order moments. Second, the 
conditional moments of met) and v(t) of odd order are zero, and the even order moments are 
functions of thl� second order moments. These properties permit the (log) of the consumption-
wealth ratio at period t to be expressed in terms of future expected returns and the second order 
moments of thf� joint conditional distribution of rm(t + 1) and Et+1rm(t + 2) at period t. This 
result is formar.zed in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1: 
If rm(t) and E,rm(t + 1) follow the VAR-GARCH process (12) to (18), then equation (8) for 
the (log) consumption-wealth ratio can be written as 
T-' (1- ) 
- 1>g(a,) ; K(T - t) + E, � Q;(T - t) -,!- rm(t + j) 
2T-1-1 2T-1-1 2T-'-1 
+ L L L '(p,q,r,T - t)qmm(t)Pqm.(t)·q�(tr. (19) 
p=O 9=0 r=0 
where K(T - t) and 3(p,q,T,T - t) are deterministic terms. 
proor: 
Appendix. 
Thus, the (log) consumption-wealth ratio at period t is a function of the revisions in expec-
tations about future returns and the conditional second-order moments of the joint distribution 
of Tm(t + 1) and Et+tTm(t + 2). This expression: does not make any reference to the conditional 
second-order m,)ments of consumption or consumption-wealth ratios as in expression (10). By 
recursive evalua.tions of the stochastic equa.tion (10) we have been able to determine those mo-
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ments endogenously using the distribution of asset returns. The terms K(T-t) and .s(p, q, T, T-t) 
are extremely complex functions of the preferen�e parameters (-y and p), the parameters of the 
GARCH processes and the linearization terms (P(T - t) and Bj(T - t)). Their exact expression 
is uninteresting in the analysis that follows. 
Expression (19) has powerful implications for the analysis of optimal portfolio policies in this 
time�dependent return environment. I will deal with this issue in the next section, From an asset 
pricing prospective, it allows us to obtain an approximate intertemporal asset pricing relation 
without reference to the conditional moments of a.ggregate consumption when asset returns follow 
autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic processes. This issue is briefly analyzed below. 
8.2 Asset Pricing without Consumption 
For simplicity I focus on the pricing of the aggregate market portfolio in the prese:nce of a riskless 
assets. Let us interpret Rm in equation (7) as the market return of risky asset:; and at as the 
aggregate consumption-wealth ratio. Assuming that the asset 0 is riskless and taking a lognormal. 
approximation to the specialization of equation (7) for the aggregate market return and the 
riskless return we find 
(20) 
Thus, the risk premium is explained by the variance of the risky return and its covariance with 
the consumption-wealth ratio. The intertemporal aspect of the, asset pricing equation (20) is 
summarized in the term in O"am(t). H'Y ;: lor O'am(t) = 0, equation (20) is indistinguishable from 
a discrete time version of the continuous time static CAPM. Notice that it differs from the Merton 
(1970) continuous-time version of the static CAPM by the Jensen Inequality term -1/20'mm(tf. 
_ Using the VAR�GARCH specification for the return on the market portfolio and its conditional 
expected value we can prove the following proposition 
6 A disa.ggrega.ted a,n'alysis would {oUow from the addition of the assumption of normality in the joint distribution 
of the rates of returns of tbe elementary securities. 
7In discrete time, by the Jensen Inequality, the expected value of the continuously compounded gross return 
between t and t + 1 is not one plus the expected value of the net rate of return of investing one dollu during that 
period. The difference is precisely -1/2ttmm(t) for the equilibrium portfolio return. 
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PROPOSITION 2, 
If rm(t) and E,rm(t + 1) follow the VAR-GARCH process (12) to (18) and the consumption­
-wealth ratio follows expression (19), then the conditional covariance of the (Jog) consumption-­





u.m(t) = - --um/(t), p 
um/(t) = Cov, [rm(t + 1),E'+1 % Q;(T - t)rm(t + j + 1)] 
S(T - t)Cov,(rm(t + 1),rm(t + 2)), 
and 
T, 





Therefore, a.:cording to expression (21) the intertemporal component of the risk premium is 
only composed <)f the discounted future expected revisions on the conditional mean of returns. 
This expression is the result of combining the normality assumption with the GARCH processes 
in the distribution of m and v. Those assumptions guarantee that the last term in (19) can be 
expressed as a v.eighted sum of even-order moments of the conditional joint distribution of m and 
v. Naturally, th2: conditional covariance of those terms with rm is zero by conditional normality 
and, therefore, future conditional variances cannot be predicted from the current realization of 
returns. Thus, dnce returns do not convey any information about future changes in conditional 
variances, this element is absent in the asset pricing expression. Finally, the autoregressive process 
(14) for the conditional mean of returns allows one to express this term at time t as a function of 
the.oovariability of next period's return with the return one period after. 
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From proposition 2 we immediately obtain the following asset pricing expresuion 
(24) 
This result is essentially the Campbell (1991) approximate asset pricing formula. In this 
expression, the conditional mean of the risk premium is explained by a Jensen inequality term 
(see footn9te 7), the variance of the market return and the predictability of next period's return. 
Naturally, if returns are not predictable (as in the i.i.d. case), expression (24) is just a discrete time 
approximation to the continuous time CAPM. However. the i.i.d. assumption is not necessary for 
the CAPM to hold under an arbitrary level of risk aversion. Thus, if returns are not persistent 
but follow an autoregressive conditional variance process, the static version of the CAPM is 
approximately valid. This result implies that the popular static models for plicing.assets are 
sensible in a world were returns are hardly predictable but the conditional varianws are persistent. 
Expression (24) has two interesting features. First, the risk premium is t!xplained in an 
intertemporal framework without reference to consumption. Thus, it has a·great deal of empirical 
attractiveness. Second, asset prices are essentially independent of the elasticity of intertemporal 
substitutions. However, Campbell derives this expression assuming that the conditional second 
order moments of the joint distribution of consumption and market returns are constant. This 
implies that the excess returns are i.i.d. according to the standard CCAPM. L1 this section, I 
have shown that the above results hold with time-dependence in excess returns, without imposing 
conditions on the conditional moments of aggregate consumption and allowing for a standard form 
of heteroskedasticity in stock returns. 
4 Approximate Optimal Portfolio Policies 
Once we have obtained an expression for the optimal consumption policy, we can concentrate 
on obtaining an approximate expression for the optimal portfolio weights in this intertemporal 
framework; Let's assume for simplicity that there are only two assets in the economy: a risky 
asset whose return is Rl(t + 1), and a riskless asset whose return is Ro(t + 1). Specializing 
SOne should consider though, that the linearization term Qj(Tj} depends on the mean of the consumption-wealth 
ratio and this is not independent of the elasticity of intertemporal 8ul?stitution. 
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expression (7) f<or those two returns and taking a lognormal approximation we find 
I 1-1 0= E.(R,(t + I) - Jlo(t + I)J + -2Ull(t) - 1U'm(t) - P--Uol(t). I-p (25) 
Now, denote by w(t) the portfolio weight of the risky asset chosen at period t. Then 
rm(t + I) = w(t)r,(t + I) + (1-w(t»)ro(t + I), (26) 
and, therefore, 01",,(t) = w(t)O"n(t). 
Thus, the eq"lilibrium portfolio weight for the risky asset has to satisfy 
(27) 
The first term i[l (27) (MV) is simply the mean-variance ratio of excess returns characteristic of 
the portfolio exp:ression in the static CAPM. The second term (J I) is a consequence of the Jensen 
Inequality. The last term (INT) summarizes the intertemporal considerations of people deciding 
on their optimal portfolio policies. This term is characterized by the conditional correlation of 
the risky return and the consumption-wealth ratio. Therefore, the / NT component involves the 
effect on next pE�riod's consumption of changes in the opportunity set. Under i.i.d. returns the 
equilibrium cons"umption-wealth ratio is a deterministic term, and the intertemporal component 
of the equilibrium portfolio policy is zero. In this case, the risky asset portfolio weight expression 
is just the discrete version of the instantaneous portfolio weight which is optimal when the price 
of the risky asset follows a Geometric Brownian Motion. 
Now, using proposition 2 we can write the intertemporal component of w(t) (lNT(t)) as 
where 
INT(t) = _
p(I-1)Uol(t) = (1-1) u.,(t) 
1(1-p) Ull(t) 1W(t)Ull(t) 
= (1-1) S(T _ t)/'m(t)w(t), 
1 
/'m(t) = 





The intertemporal component of the portfolio weight of the risky asset is a :proportion of the 
total portfolio holding. This proportion depends on the coefficient of relative ::isk aversion, the 
conditional autocorrelation coefficient of the equilibrium portfolio returns and the deterministic 
te,m H(T - t). 
Notice that the equilibrium portfolio policy is independent of the elasticity of intertemporal 
substitution. On one hand, from expression (27), an increase in p reduces thf� demand for the 
risky asset by increasing the absolute value of [NT(t) for a given covariance of the risky return 
with the consumption·wealth ratio. On the other hand, a higher p implies a higher aversion to 
time-variations in the consumption-wealth ratio. Thus, the covariance between returns and the 
consumption·wealth ratio becomes smaller. According to expression (29) those effects cancel each 
other. 
The sign of I NT(t) depends on the magnitude of the coefficient of relative risl: aversion") and 
the sign of the conditional autocorrelation. The reason is that a positive autocorrelation in the 
portfolio return, for example, causes two effects. On one side, it provides incentives to invest in the 
risky asset since it implies a larger expected opportunity set for next period's <:onsumption. On 
the other side, it provides desincentives to risky investments by increasing the agent's exposure 
to changes in the opportunity set for a given position in the risky asset. Po:;itive conditional 
correlation in returns only increases (decreases) the intertemporal component of the demand for 
the risky asset with respect to the static CAPM if'Y is below (above) one. For "'( = 1, the effects 
cancel each other and the demand for the risky asset is equi ...  alent to the one predicted by the 
static CAPM. 
Expression (25) establishes a bound on the propor�ion of the portfolio weights explained by 
the intertemporal component. It can be shown that SeT - t) < 1 for t < T. Therefore, if l' > 1/2 
the proportion of wet) explained by the intertemporal term is bounded by the conditional auto­
correlation of the equilibrium portfolio returns. For non·a.utocorrelated returnr; that proportion 
is zero. Notice also that, if the equilibrium returns are not i.i.d. but the onl/ source of time­
dependency is conditional heteroskedasticity of the GARCH form, the intertemporal component 
in (27) is zero and the portfolio implications of the static CAPM with the Jensen Inequality 
correction are approximately valid. Thus, as in the asset pricing model of the previous section, 
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the solution of an unrelated sequence of two-period portfolio choice problems produces correct 
intertemporal portfolio policies in a non-i.i.d. environment characterized by returns that follow 
GARCH processES but are not a.utocorrelated. 
The analysis above has been able to relate the magnitude of the intertemporal component of 
the portfolio policy with the predictability of the equilibrium portfolio returns. This naturally 
involves the predi.ctability of the performance of the elementary securities and the next period's 
portfolio policy. In order to analyze directly the effect of the predictability of the risky return on 
the determination of the intertemporal component of the optimal portfolio policy, it is useful to 
solve explicitly d.e problem at period (T-2). 
First, we know that at period T -1 the portfolio policy is trivially 
(T _ ) _ Er ,r,(T) - ro(T) + 1/2uu(T - I) w I - ) . -YQll(T 1 (30) 
Therefore, accorcjng to (28), the intertemporal component of the proportion of wealth allocated 
to the risky asset is 
INT(T -2> 
where 
= (I -7) S(2)l'm(T _ 2)w(T _ 2) 
7 
= 
(1- 7) S(2) 
Cov, [(rl(T -I) - ro(T - I)), ro(T) + w(T -l)rm(T))] 
7 uu(l) 
1-7 ( I I ) 
-
7




Cov,(f(1 + I), ro(1 + 2)) 
uu(l) 
Cov,(f(t+ 1),f(1 + 2)) 
ull(l) 
Cov,(f(1 + 1), Ji'(1 + I) 
ull(l) 
and Ji'(I) = (E,i'(1 + I))' /uu(l) and f(l) = rl(l) � ro(I). 
. (31) 
Thus I NT(T - 2) is composed of three terms related to the forecasting power of a particular 
realization of thE: excess returns (r(t)). The first term (J'IO) measures the conditional. correlation 
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between next period's excess return and the riskless rate two periods ahead. Similarly, (JJll) 
is the conditional autocorrelation coefficient on eXcess returns and, finally, (JJ:!R2) measures the 
conditional correlation between next period's excess return and the predicti�bility of the two 
period ahead excess returns. Notice that the riskless asset is typically a very smooth variable and 
therefore hardly predictable by the excess returns. Second, by definition, JJIR2 is of second order 
importance in relation to the autocorrelation of the excess returns. Therefore, in a world where 
the predictability of the excess returns and the riskless rate are not very volatile, the first and 
third term are small relative to the autocorrelation of excess returns. Thus, ·the interte.m.poraJ. 
component of the equilibrium portfolio, expressed in equation (28) in terms of the predictability 
of the equilibrium portfolio return, is mainly characterized by the conditional autocorrelation of 
excess returns. 
Notice finally that the sta.tic CAPM part of the equilibrium portfolio policy (27) is char­
acterized by the mean-variance ratio of excess returns. The intertemporal component INT(t), 
however, is composed of terms that have the form of conditional correlation coefficients whose 
admissible range of variation can be bounded for mathematical and economic r'�a.sons. Thus, the 
CAPM component is expected not only to have a higher magnitude if returns are only slightly 
predictable but also to be much more volatile than the intertemporal term under any level of pre­
dictability. Therefore, according to this analysis, most of the variability of the :?ortfolio holdings 
is attributable to its static mean-variance component. 
In summary, the approximation analysis of the equilibrium portfolio choice between risky 
and riskless assets suggests that the part of this policy which is not explained hy the traditional 
mean-variance trade-off characteristic of two-period portfolio strategies is typically small and 
smoothly behaved in an environment with time-dependent returns that show small persistence 
and autoregressive conditional variance. 
5 Numerical Solution of the Optimal Portfolio Problem 
In the previous sections we performed a linear approximation to the first order conditions of 
the individual's consumption-portfolio problem. That analysis has offered an a.pproximate closed 
form solution of the optimal portfol.id problem that involves a sta.tic mean�variance term, a. Jensen 
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inequality· term and an intertemporal term. The approximate solution has shown that the elastic­
ity of intertemporal substitution is essentially irrelevant to explaining portfolio choice, and that 
the intertemporal term in the portfolio expression is likely to play a small role in the explanation 
of the portfolio h'lidings for a standard GARCH-VAR specification of the stochastic process of 
asset returns. 
In this section, I apply numerical solution techniques to the two-asset optimal portfolio prob­
lem. By doing so, I will be able to estimate the impact of the departures from the i.i.d. uncertainty 
assumption on th,;! mean and variability of the portfolio holdings of the risky asset. In addition, 
the analysis will �'ield a test of the accuracy of the linear approximation to the first order con­
ditions and the rob:ustness of the results to different specifications of the conditional mean and 
variance of the re';urns. 
Accomplishin�; those exercises requires us to solve numerically expressions (5) and (7) for 
the consumption-two asset portfolio problem. In order to make the analysis independent of the 
time-horizon, I focus on obtaining stationary solutions to the consumption-portfolio problem for 
the infinite horizon case. 
5.1 Method 
Let's assume for l:implicity that the return on the riskless asset is a constant and that the only 
source of uncertainty is the realization of the risky asset return9• Now, according to expressions 
(5) and (7) and assuming the risky return follows a K-state homogenous Markov Process with 
transition probahilities ('/I'"ij, i,j = 1, · · ·, K), any stationary consumption- portfolio policy must 
satisfy the equations: 
(32) 
'The assumption of a time invariant riskfree rate can be relned. However, a more realistic description of 
its stochastic process complicates the numerical computation. without altering substantiaJly the re:su1ts given the 
relative smoothness of this series in relation to the risky returns. 
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a.nd 
m ,  
. 
� �ij.(j)-P� [w(i)R1(j) + (1-w(i))Ra)r' [R,(j) - Raj = 0 
j=o 
i = I .. · · · , K. (33) 
Therefore, the optimal consumption-portfolio problem consists of obtaining the pairs {a(i), w( i), 
i = 1 , '  . . ,K} that simultaneously solve the. system of nonlinear equations (32) and (33). 
In order to obtain the discrete Markov distribution for Rt(t). I initially specified a continu-
aus Markov process with conditional beteroskedastic errors for the risky rate of return (rt(t) = 
log Rt(t» . Then, using the quadrature method suggested by Tauchen and Hussey (1991)10, I 
obtained a discrete set of values and their associated transition proba.bilities 'ihat a.pproximate 
the underlying continuous distribution. The procedure was applied to differen"; specifications of 
the conditional mean and variance of the risky return. In all the cases I used combinations of 
the parameters of the stochastic process that are compatible with the unconditional mean and 
variance of the quarterly real value weighted returns of the New York Stock Ex(:hange for the pe-
dod 1947.2-1988.4. The riskfree rate was set at the unconditional mean of the r�turn on 3-month 
Treasury Bills during that periodll. 
5.2 Model with Constant Persistence in Returns 
As a first exercise, I obtained numerical solutions for the optimal equilibrium portfolio when the 
risky return follows an autoregressive process of the form.: 
.,(t + 1) = Co + '1'"l(t) + .(t + 1) 
un(t) = Po + Il,[,,(t) - E.,(t)J'. 
(34) 
(35) 
The first order autoregressive process is a simple way of parametrizing the level ,)f autocorrelation 
in returns. According to the approXimation analysis, this element is the core of the intertemporal 
component of the portfolio policy. The process for the conditional variance differs from the 
lOUnlike the usual approxima.tiou by recta.ngles, thi5 method endogenously determines tIle optimal grid tha.t 
a.pproxima.tes the continuoUli 6pa.ce sta.te u the roots of a. .eries of Hermite polynomials. 
llThe unconditional mea.n of the qUl.lterly VWR of the NYSE defla.ted by OP! is 1. 722 %. Its varia.nce is .648 
%. The mea.n of the real return on three--month T.Bills is .136%. 
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standard ARCH specification in that it includes the squared deviation from the unconditional 
mean of returns instead of the deviation from the conditional mean. However, for the realistic 
case of small values of 1], the difference is immaterial and allows us to reduce the dimensionality 
of the space-statel2• With this assumption, the state space is simply characterized by K different 
values of the ri!:ky return. K is set to 10 in the usual compromise between accuracy of the 
approximation and time consumption of the numerical routine13. 
Table 1 pres1mts the mean and variance of the optimal portfolio weight (wCt)) for different 
values of the persistence parameter (1]) and the slope parameter (.8d in the conditional variance 
specification. In all the cases Co and f30 are set 50 that the unconditional mean and variance 
remain unaltered14• The range of values for the persistence parameter (1] E [0, .15]) is chosen to 
match the ex..iStir.lg empirical evidence on smail, positive, short term autocorrelation in aggregate 
stock returns1S• 
The results S:tIOW that a coefficient of relative risk aversion higher than 3 is required to obtain 
portfolio policies that do not imply borrowing at the riskless rate. Similarly, 'Y has to be higher 
than 5 to imply a portfolio weight for the risky asset below 50%. Friend and Blume (1975) find 
that the proportion of risky assets to total wealth in the U.S. economy was between .5 and .74 
depending on in,:ome brackets. According to table I, that proportion can only be obtained for 
values of the coefficient of relative risk aversion between 4 and 5. 
As expected, the mean of the holdings of the risky asset decreases with an increase in the 
level of persistence in returns (1]) and increases with the slope of the conditional variance equation 
(.01), The effect of the increased persistence is produced by the reduction in the ability to hedge 
against changes :.n the opportunity set for a. given position in the risky asset. This effect is larger 
than the one produced by the increased profit opportunities for the empirica.lly relevant values of 
'Y. The effect of an increase in .81 is a consequence of the reduction in the conditional variance 
'�lf we consider the standard ARCB formulation ud the risky return is Ulumed to take k vaJ.ues randomly, 
the Itate space showd be composed of the k� possible pain of those v&.!u�. On the other ha.nd, work by French, 
Schwert and Staml:a.ugh (1987) has mown that the lpecification of the condition&.! meu il not highly relevant for 
thf'i estimation of tlte conditional variance of stock returnl. 
13As it has been reported by Tauchen a.nd BuSleY (1991) using Monte Ca.rlo experimenl$, ... higher number of 
states only increases marginally the accuracy of the discrete approximation to Itationary AR(I) processes. 
ltThus CO = (1 - 71)Er,(t) and Po = (1 - 712 -p))Vor(rdt)) 
I�Cutler, Poterb;l a.nd Summers (1990) find for the period 1926-1988 with monthly data a.n autocorrelation 
coefficient of .106 �ith a Itanda.rd error of .06. Similu results are found by Campbell (1990) for the same period. 
For quarterly retur:u in the period 1947-1988 the autocorrelation coefficient is .101 with sta.ndard error of .07 
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of next period's risky return when the most likely values (close to the unconditional mean) are 
realized. 
Overall, the response of the mean of the risky portfolio holdings moves only moderately 
with unconditional-moment preserving changes in the conditional mean and variance of the risky 
return. By contrast, the volatility of the proportion of wealth allocated to the riS:,y asset is highly 
sensitive to movements in the parameters of the stochastic process of returns and, in particular, 
to changes in the persistence parameter. Thus while in the i.i.d. case the portfolio weights are 
constant, an autocorrelation coefficient in returns of only .05 makes the standard deviation of the 
equilibrium portfolio weight reach values between 20% and 30% of its mean. T:10se percentages 
becomes 50% and 66% if '1 is equal to .15. The sensitivity in the portfolio holdi_ngs is essentially 
due to the high volatility that the time-dependency of returns causes on the mean-variance ratio. 
Thus, even a small level of time dependency in returns obliges people to radically change their 
allocation of wealth across assets according to the realization of the risky return .. 
The most striking feature presented in Table 1 is the complete irrelevance of the elasticity of 
intertemporal substitution (1/ p) in the determination of the portfolio policy. Th11s, the result ob­
tained in section 3 using a linear approximation to the first order conditions hold; with surprising 
precision in the numerical solutions of the equilibrium portfolio policy problem. The numerical 
computations confirm that the direct influence of changes in the elasticity of suhstitution on the 
portfolio policy is completely offset by the assoCiated movements in the consumption-wealth ratio. 
Tables 2 and 3 analyze the accuracy of the lognormal approximation and thi� contribution of 
each component of the portfolio policy to the mean and variability of the proportion of wealth 
allocated to the risky asset. The mean-variance term (MY) and the Jensen ineqUality term (JI) 
are calculated using the conditional moments of the excess returns and the preferimce parameters. 
The intertemporal element (/ NT) is calculated using the covariance of the risky returns with the 
consumption-wealth ratio obtained in the numerical procedure. In those tabli�s, I present the 
mean and variance of the portfolio weights obtained by both the numerical prxedure and the 
lognormal approximation (27). In addition, I present the percentage ratio of the unconditional 
mean and variance of the components MY, Jl, and INT relative to the unc.-)nditional mean 
and variance of the portfolio weights obtained from expression (27). The uno:mditional mean 
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and variance were obtained using the unconditional proba.bilities associated with the transition 
probability m'Ltrix. The tables present results only for I = 4 since for other values they do not 
qualitatively differ from the ones displayed. The numerical computations show first that the 
log-linear appIoximation to the portfolio weight matches with reasonable accuracy the mean and 
variance of tht� numerical solution and displays a perfect correlation with this series. Second, as 
expected, the intertemporal component has a negative sign and a participation in the equilibrium 
portfolio weigl.t of a magnitude noticeably below the participation of the Jensen Inequality term 
and the autocorrelation coefficient of the return on the risky asset. This participation decreases 
slightly with ;;:.n increase in the slope parameter of the conditional variance equation. Third, 
the participation of the intertemporal term in the total variability of the portfolio holdings of 
the risky asset is almost negligible. Therefore, in this model with lognormal returns which ex­
hibit constant conditional autocorrelation and autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity, the 
insights obtain�d with the linear approximation analysis are confirmed by the numerical solution 
to the portfolie. problem. IT returns are conditionally heteroskedastic but only slightly persistent, 
the optimal portfolio policy is remarkably well approximated by the conditional version of the 
static-CAPM portfolio expression with the inclusion of the Jensen inequality term. Furthermore, 
the possible dincrepancy in the static CAPM approximation from the optimal portfolio weights 
is essentially unvarying across states. 
5.3 Time Varying Persistence 
One obvious criticism of the above exercise is that it relies on constant con�tjonal autocorrelation 
of returns. It i� natural to think that given the usual statistical imprecision with which the auto­
correlation of r+�turns is estimated, the agents only perceive the persistence of returns with some 
measurement enor. In order to test the robustness of the results to the presence of randomness 
in the conditional autocorrelation coefficients, I solved numerically the portfolio problem for the 
following return process: 
r,(t + 1) = Co + �(t)r,(t) + .(t), 
>j(t) = � + « t), 
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where E:(t) has a N(O,O"() univariate distribution and is independent of u(t). The conditional 
variance for rl(t) follows specification (35). 
In order to solve the model, I approximated the distribution of the persiste:!l.ce term by a 
two-state Markov Process. The global state space is then composed of the 20 IX.ssible pairs of 
values for the risky return and the persistence parameter. Again, the transition probabilities were 
obtained using the Tauchen·Hussey method. 
Tables 4 through 6 present the results obtained for the time--varying persi�tence process. 
The numerical routine was applied assuming mean values of the persistence tf,zom equivalent 
to those taken for TJ in the constant· persistence model. The standard deviation is in all cases 
(7" = .1. This number implies movements in the persistence parameters across states that clearly 
exceed the usual sample estimation errors. Results do not differ substantially froID the constant 
autocorrelation case. The elasticity of substitution remains irrelevant to the determination of the 
equilibrium portfolio policy and the lognormal approximation is still acceptable !.n determining 
the moments and the variation across states of the portfolio weights. On the other hand, the new 
source of uncertainty slightly decreases the mean proportion of the risky asset and moderately 
increases its variability. However. the proportion of the mean explained by the intertemporal 
term increases only marginally while its contribution to the total variability of 1he holdings of 
the risky asset is similar to the ones obtained for the constant persistence case. This result is 
not surprising since a non·zero variance of the autocorrelation coefficient not onl:v increases the 
variability of the intertemporal term but it also affects the variability of the conditional mean 
of excess returns in the Mean-Variance component. According to the numerical results, these 
effects approximately cancel each other. Therefore, the main features of the optimal portfolio 
policies obtained in the approximation analysis and the numerical computations [.)r the constant 
persistence process hold with time.varying conditional autocorrelation. 
5A Exponential Autoregressive Conditional Variance 
The apprmumation analysis made in Section 3 and the numerical exercises of this section have 
used a specification of the conditional variances tha.t implied a la.ck of predicta'bility of future 
conditional variances from the current realization of returns. Therefore, it can ")e argued that 
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dropping t�s feature might affect the accuracy of the approxima.tion. In addition, if the condi­
tional variance!; were correlated with the returns, the terms of the mean-variance tradeoff and the 
expected movements in the opportunity set would differ with respect to the conditionally normal 
case with standard autoregressive conditional variance. In particular, if the conditional variance 
of the risky asset increased more with negative shocks than with positive shocks, one would expect 
two effects. On one hand, the investment in the risky asset would become more attractive because 
the expected ri:;k-premium per unit of variance would be higher in mean. On the other hand, the 
risky investment would become less attractive because the asymmetry enlarges the exposure of 
agents to changes in the opportunity set for a given position in the risky asset. 
In order to a.nalyze the effect on the conditional variances that can be predicted by returns, I 
solved numerically the model assuming a stochastic process for the risky return composed of thE:: 
conditional mea.n equation (34) and the conditional variance process: 
(36) 
This process is an adaptation of the Nelson (1991) EGARCH process16• The main feature of this 
process is that i.t allows for asymmetric responses of the conditional variance processes to positive 
and negative deviations of the returns from their expected values. This asymmetry is driven by 
the parameter I�I' IT PI is negative (positive), conditional variances are higher (lower) when the 
shocks are negiLtive than when they are positive. This type of effect is the one found by Nelson 
(1991) and Pa�:an and Schwert (1989) in their EGARCH estimations of the conditional variance 
process of asset returns in different samples. 
In the numt:rical routine I chose PI = -1.638 and P2 = 2.497. Those parameters resulted from 
a Maximum Likelihood estimation of the process (36) with U.S. quarterly data over the period 
1947-1988. Those estimates imply a strong asymmetry in the variance process in its response to 
positive or negative shocks17• 
The numerical results of the estima.tion with the exponential conditional variance process are 
18Nelson, howe,"er, considers shocks to the conditional rather tha.n unconditional expectation a.nd normalizes 
each error term by the conditional standard deviatioD. 
HThe implied asymmetry is noticeably higher than the one found by Nelson (1991) and PllIan and Schwert 
(1989). 
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presented in tables 7 through 9. Table 7 shows that the departure from the cO:!lditions of the 
lognormal approximation of sections 3 and 4 is not sufficient to provide a role for the elasticity 
of intertemporal substitution in the determination of the equilibrium portfolio policy. Thus, the 
results are identical for p equal to 2 and 10 . Table 8 shows that the exponential process only 
modifies slightly the results obtained for the symmetric conditional variance proc,�ss. As before, 
the lognormal approximation explains almost perfectly the variation of the pOltfolio holdings 
across states and is only marginally less accurate in fitting the mean and the variance of the 
portfolio weights. 
The relative magnitude of the intertemporal term is higher than the one olltained for the 
regular variance process. This result is a consequence of the stronger sensitivity oftne opportunity 
set to the realization of the risky asset return and agents' desire to hedge against movements in 
their next period's consumption possibilities. As an example, unlike in the symmel;ric co?ditional 
variance case, when returns are not autocorrelated (TJ = 0) there is a non-zero part:,cipation of the 
intertemporal component in the portfolio weights. In this case, the mean of I NT is, in absolute 
terms, .5% of the mean of the portfolio weight allocated to the risky asset. However, with the 
exception of the TJ = 0 case, the proportion of the portfolio weights due to tbe intertemporal 
term is below tbe magnitude of the autocorrelation coefficient and, in all cases, it is smaller than 
the share of the Jensen inequality term. Finally, there is no modification in the distribution 'of 
the variance of the portfolio holdings of the risky assets among its components. The portfolio, 
variability is almost completely explained by the mean-variance component of the eqUilibrium 
portfolio expression. 
In summary, the presence �f predictable conditional variances in the distribution of returns 
increases the importance of the intertemporal component of the portfolio potic)' as long as it 
enlarges the information conveyed by returns about the future movements in the opportunity 
set. However, it is still true that, for reasonable conditional mean and variance jl,arameters, the 
overwhelming majority of the mean value of the risky holdings and practically all its variability 
are explained by the static valuation of the traditional mean-variance tradeoff between the returns 
of the risky and the riskless asset. 
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6 ConciUlsions 
This paper has discussed the implications of time-dependence in stock returns for the alloca.tion 
between riskles:. and risky assets in the equilibrium portfolio. In a world with i.i.d. uncertainty. 
the portfolio p<>licies associated with the static CAPM are approximately optimal for a. wide 
range of preference specifications. The static CAPM predicts constant portfolio weights that are 
determined by a proportion of the mean-variance ratio of excess returns. Since tms strategy COD­
stitutes a na.tural benchmark against which to analyze the effect of time-dependency on returns, 
I have focused :m analyzing how agents' intertemporal preferences interact with the character­
istics of the distribution of asset returns to form optimal portfolio policies that depart from the 
predictions of the static CAPM. 
The analysh has employed a very general. model of preferences and empirically attractive 
specifications of the stochastic process for asset returns. On one hand, I have assumed Generalized 
Isoelastic Prefel'ences in order to distinguish between the effects of attitudes toward risk and 
attitudes toward intertemporal substitution of consumption in the determination of the portfolio 
policy. On the (,ther hand, returns have been assumed to follow lognormal processes that include 
different autorel�ssive specifications of the conditional first and second order moments. 
Since closed form solutions of the optimal portfolio problem are not available, the analysis has 
relied on linear approximations and numerical solution techniques. Thus, I have first proposed 
an approach that allows approximate explicit solutions for the consumption-portfolio problem to 
be obtained using a standard GARCH specification in the conditional variance of stock returns 
and without ma'king assumptions on the conditional moments of the distribution of consumption. 
This analysis has yielded a decomposition of the optimal portfolio weight into three components 
corresponding to a static CAPM-like conditional Mean-Variance term, a Jensen inequality term 
and an intertemi?oral term that involves the conditional autocorrelation of returns. Second, I have 
employed recent developments in discrete approximations to continuous distributions to obtain 
numerical soluti.)ns for the equilibrium consumption-portfolio policy from a useful representation 
of the Euler Equations expressed in terms of the consumption-wealth ratio. The numerical anal­
ysis has provided strong support for the loglinear approximation to the por\folio weights under 
the assumed dis";ributions of asset returns. 
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The approximation and the numerical analysis have provided similar answers to the question 
of determining the main components of equilibrium portfolio policy under credible specifications 
of the asset returns distribution. First, even when the elasticity of intertemporal substitution 
is an important determinant of the equilibrium consumption-wealth ratio, it ,is irrelevant for 
the portfolio policy. Thus, the GIP predicts exactly the same portfolio policies as the standard, 
constant relative risk aversion expected utility representations. Second, small dep:utures from the 
i.i.d. assumption produce an important variability in the portfolio holdings tha't contrasts with 
the CAPM constant portfolio policies. However, a conditional version of the sta.tic CAPM with 
the inclusion of a Jensen inequality correction is able to explain the overwhelmin@; majority of the 
mean, and almost all the variability, of the equilibrium portfolio weights for a Sl!Dsible choice of 
the parameters of the s
,tochastic processes. Thus, the proportion of the portfolic. holdings which 
is not explained by the corrected conditional mean-variance ratio has typically a lllagnitude below 
the assumed persistence in returns, is practically invariant across states and is independent of 
the parameters of the conditional variance process. Those results are robust to the assumption 
of time-varying persistence and an empirically reasonable degree of asymetry in the response of 
the conditional variance to positive and negative movements in asset returns. 
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q 0 q .05 q . 1  q .15 
il, = 0 .982 .952 .927 .907 
(0) (.20) (.42) (.63) 
p = 2  il, .2 1.024 1.000 .981 .968 
(.16) (.23) (.37) (.54) 
il, - .5 1.277 1.257 1.246 1.246 
� = 3  (040) (043) (.52) (.64) 
il, - 0 .�g; (952 .927 .907 .20) ( AI) (.63) 
p = 10 il, - .2 1.024 1.000 .981 
(
9� (.16) (.23) (.37) 
il, .5 1.277 1.257 1.246 1.246 
(040) (043) (.52) (.64) 
q - O q - .05 q - .1 q - .15 
il, = 0 .737 .712 .691 .674 
(0) (.16) (.31 ) (047) 
p = 2  p, _ .2 .768 .748 .732 .72� 
( .12) (.17) (.28) (.40 
il, = .5 .958 .940 .931 .929 
� = 4  (.30) (.33) (.39) (048) 
il, - 0 .737 .712 .691 .674 
(0) ( .16) ( .31) (047) 
P = 10 il, - .2 .768 .748 .732 .720 
(.12) (.17) (.28) ( 040) 
/3, = .5 .958 .940 .931 .929 
(.30) (.33) (.39) (048) 
q - O q - .05 q - .1 q - . 15 
il, = 0 .589 .567 .550 .536 
(0) (.12) (.25) (.38) 





(.10) .14 (.23) (.32) 
il, - .5 .766 .751 .742 
/� � = 5  (.24) (.28) (.31) .38 
il, - 0 .589 .567 .550 .536 
(0) (.12) (.25) (.38) 
p = 10 il, - .2 .614 .597 .583 .573 
(.10) (.14) (.23) (.32) 
il, = .5 .766 .751 .742 .740 
(.24) (.28) (.31) (.38) 
Table 1: Means and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of optimal portfolio weight for the risky 
asset. The conditional mean and variance processes for the risky asset are Etrt (t+ 1) = CO+ '1Tt(t) 
and un(t) = fJo + il,[r,(t) - Er,(t))'. In all the c"'os 6 = .99. 
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� E(w) E("'Io.) CORR MV(%) JI(%) INT(%) 
0 .768 .771 1 83.78 16.22 0 
p, = .2 .05 .748 .750 1 86.39 16.68 -3.06 
.1 .732 .731 1 89.30 17.09 -6.,:9 
.15 .720 .716 1 92.53 17.46 ·9.{18 
0 .958 .965 1 87.05 12.95 0 
p, = .5 .05 .940 .946 1 89.17 13.21 -2.:::8 
. 1  .931 .934 1 91.53 13.38 -4.{ll 
.15 .929 .930 1 94.14 13.44 -7.ti9 
Table 2: Contribution of each component to the mean ofthe equilibrium portfolio weight. E(w) is 
the mean of the equilibrium portfolio weight obtained in the numerical procedurE. E(""Iog) is the 
mean portfolio weight obtained using the lognormal approximation. CORR iE the correlation 
coefficient between w and WJ.og' MV(%), JI(%) and INT(%) are, respectively. the percentage 
ratio of the unconditional mean of the mean-variance term, the Jensen Inequality term, and the 
Intertemporal term to E(Wlog). Preference parameters are 1 = 4 and p = 10. Conditional mean 
and variance of the risky return are as in Table 1. 
� � <T�lo MV(%) INT(%) 
0 .0150 .0151 100.0 0 
p, = .2 .05 .0308 .0309 100.8 .006 
.1 .Q796 .0793 101.0 .011 
.15 .1635 .1613 102.0 .018 
0 .0930 .0980 100.0 0 
Ih = .5 .05 .1063 .1109 102.3 .02 
. 1  .1517 .1557 103.1 .061 
.15 .2321 .2345 103.4 .096 
Table 3: Contribution of each component to the variance of the equilibrium portfeolio weight. � is 
the unconditional variance of the portfolio weights obtained in the numerical prc-cedure. �IOJ is 
the unconditional variance of the portfolio weights obtained using the lognorma.l approximatIon. 
MV(%) and INT(%) are, respectively, the percentage ratio of the variance of the mean-variance 
term and the intertemporal term to the variance of w. Preference parameters are 'Y = 4 and p = 10. 
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E(q) - .0 E(q) _ .05 E(q) - .1 E(q) _ .15 
(1f) = .1 0, = .1 0, = .1 (1f) = .1 
p - 2  .766 .745 .730 .718 
/h = .2 (.29) (.32) (.39) (.48) 
P _ 10 .766 .745 .730 .718 
(.29) (.32) (.39) (.48) 
p _ 2  .954 .936 .9'26 .925 
,il = .5 (.40) (.42) (.47) (.55) 
P - 10 .954 .936 .926 .925 
(.40) (.42) (.47) (.55) 
Table 4: Meam and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of optimal portfolio weights for the risky 
asset (; = 4). The conditional mean and variance processes for the risky asset are Etrt(t + 1) = 
Co + '1(t)r,(t), 'X') = q + ,(t), and logou(t) = flo + pt!r,(t) - Er,(t)]'. 
E(q)(o,) E(w) E("'Iog) CORR MV(%) JI(%) INT(%) 
0(.1 ) .765 .766 1 84.19 16.32 -.51 
p, = .2 .05(.1) .745 .745 1 86.82 16.78 -3.60 
.1(.1) .730 .726 1 89.74 17.20 -6.94 
.15(.1) .718 .711 1 92.98 17.57 -10.55 
0(.1) .954 .959 1 87.36 13.03 -.39 
(31 = .5  .05(.1) .936 .941 1 89.49 13.29 -2.78 
.1(.1) .926 .928 1 91.87 13.46 -5.33 
.15(.1) .925 .924 1 94.48 13.52 -8.00 
Table 5: Contr;.bution of each component to the mean of the equilibrium portfolio weight. Pa­
rameters and conditional mean and variance of the risky return are as in Table 4. 
E(q)(o,) 0; 0';102 MV(%) INT(%) 
o (.1) .0840 .0839 100.2 0 
p, = .2 .05(.1) .0991 .0997 100.7 0 
.1 (.1) .1492 .1483 101.5 .01 
.15(.1) .2340 .2305 102.7 .02 
o (.1) .1602 .1654 99.6 00 
i3, = .5 .05(.i) .1737 .1785 101.2 .02 
.1 (.1) .2199 .2239 102.2 .05 
.15(.1) .3019 .3040 102.9 .08 
Table 6: Contr.ibution of each component to the variance of the equilibrium portfolio weight. 
Parameters and conditional mean and variance of the risky return are as in Table 4. 
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q _ O  q - .05 q _ .1 q - .15 
p - 2 .638 .636 .634 .632 
(.08) (.19) (.32) (.44) 
p - l0 .638 .636 .634 .632 
(.08) (.19) (.32) (.44) 
Table 7: Means and standard de1l'iations (in parenthesis) of optimal portfolio weights for the risky 
asset. The conditional mean and variance processes for the risky asset are EtTl(t+ 1) = CO+'1TI(t) 
and log un(t) = i10 + P,h (t) - Er,(t)} + ill r,(t) - Er,(t)l. Parameters are: 1 = 4, PI = -1.638, 
/3, = 2.497. 
q E(w) E(WJo.) CORR MV(%) JI(%) lNT(%) 
0 .638 .639 1 81.09 19.57 -.66 
.05 .636 .634 1 84.42 19.69 -4.11 
.1 .634 .630 1 88.03 19.80 -7.88 
.10 .632 .624 1 91.96 20.04 -12.00 
Table 8: Contribution of each component to the mean of the equilibrium portf.)lio weight. Pa­
rameters and conditional mean and variance of the risky return are as in Ta.ble '7. 
q u� (7�109.: MV(%) INT(%) 
0 .0071 .0071 100.4 0 
.00 .0374 .0372 100.7 0 
.1 .1009 .9994 101.6 .01 
.15 .1980 .1923 103.3 .03 
Table 9: Contribution of each component to the variance of the equilibrium :?ortfolio weight. 
Parameters and conditional mean and variance of t�e risky return are as in Table 7. 
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APPENDIX 
In order to prov<� propositions 1 and 2 we require the following Lemmas that are general properties 
of conditiona.lly normal random variables that follow GARCH processes. 
LEMMAl: Assume m and v are random variables with a joint normal conditional distri-
bution. Assume the conditional second order moments of that distribution at period t (O"mm( t), 
Um.(t), and u .. [t)) follow the GARCH processes (16) to (18). Then 
Et_1 [Umm(tYUmv(t)dU"v(t)l:] 
, d , 
L L L ("d.,(i,j,k)umm (t - I)'um.(t - I)iu .. (t - I)', 
i=oj=O.l:=O 
for some family of constant terms ({ (c,d,c( i,i, k)}). 
Proof: 
Et_1 [0' mm (t)eum,,( t)40'vtI{ t)1: 1 
= Et_1 { [00' + ai"O'mm(t - 1) + Q2'm(t)2)C [aoV + aiUUm.,(t - 1) +  Q2'''m(t)v(t)Jd 
[00' + c�i'O'u,,(t - 1) + Q2'v(t):r} .  
Now, notice that 
where 
[00' + aiumm(t - 1) + Q2'm(t)2r = t hm,i(t _ 1)m2i(t), 
i=O 
hm.,(t - I) = ( : ) (og' + o�umm(t _ 1))'-' (0;)' 
= (0;)' ( c 
) 
I: [(0;;')'-'-' (o�)' umm(t -I)'] , 
I .=0 




Thus, from equation (38), 
£t-1 [lTmm(tYUmv(t)dUvv(tY] = 
E<-1 [t.t.t,h"m(t - 1)h;,m.(t - 1)h".(t - 1)m(t)2i+;v(t)"+J 1 
, , , 
= L: L: L: h" m(t - 1)h;,m.(t - 1)h".(t - 1)E<-1 [m(t)2
i+;v(t)"+;] 
i=Oj=O.l:=O 
, , , 
= L: L:  L:[2(i + j + k) - 1[hhiJ,,(t - 1)umm(t - 1)'um.(t - 1yu�(t - 1)'. (39) 
i=Oj=O.l:=O 
where hhi,j,.I:(t - 1) = hi,m(t - 1)hj,mv(t - 1)h.l;,v(t - 1) and the last equality follows from the 
properties of the-Multivariate Normal Distribution. Substituting (38) in (39) we obtain expression 
(37). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2: Under the conditions of Lemma 1 
COVt_l [Umm{t - 1)Cumv(t)dUmv(t)e, Umm{t)c' O"IIlI(tl Umv(t)e':i = 
C+C' d+d' e+e' 
= L I: L ¢�:;l�,e'(i,j, k)umm(t - l)'umv(t - l}'uvv(t _ 1).1:, 
;=0 j=o .1:=0 
for some family of constant terms {¢�d�:,e" ( i,j, k)}. 
Proof: 
From a very well known property of the covariance operator 
COVt_t [Umm(tYUmv(t)dUmv(t)e,Umm(t)c' umv(t)d'uvv(t)e'] = 
Et-t IUmm(t)c+c' umv(t)d+d' uvv(t)e+e'] = 
(40) 
E._1 [Umm(t)'Um.(t)'u •• (t)'j E._1 [Umm(t)" Um.(t)" Uw(t)" j . (41) 
and applying Lemma 1 to both terms on the right hand side of equation (41) we find 
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c:+c:' d+d' e+e' L L L ("d,,(i,j, k)"m.(t - I);"m. (t - I)i"w(t - I)' 
;=0 j=O k""O 
x (42) 
Expression (41) then follows from simple calculus. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3: Under the conditions of Lemma. 1 :  
(43) 
Proof: 
From expres!,ion (39) we ha.ve that 
C01Jt_l [Umm(t)Cqmtl(t)dqw(ty. met)] = 
E'_l { [t.t,t, hi,m(t - l)hi,m.(t - l)h",(t - l)m(t)2i+iv(t)"+i] m(t)} 
c: d e ! 
= L L L h;,m{t - I)hi,m.(t - l)h",(t - l)E'_l [m(t)2i+i+1v(t)"+i] = 0, (44) ;=0 j=Ok=O 
where the last i�qUality follows from the properties of the Multivariate Normal Distribution. 
Q,E,D. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 
The proof proce!ds by backward induction: 
t=T 
By the terminal condition, 
log aT = O. (45) 
t=T-I 
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From expression (10), 
{ l - P (1 - p)(1 - 1) 
} - log aT_l = P(l) + Q,(l) -p
-ET_lrm(T) + 2
p 
Gmm(T - 1) . 
t=T-2 
First notice that by from Lemmas 1 and 2, 
O'aa(T - 2) VarT_2(logaT_t} 
(46) 
, [(1 - P)' ((1 - P)(1 - 1) )' ] ' = Q1(1) -
p-
O'w(T - 2) + 2p VarT_20"lI'lm(T - 1) 
and 
+ Q,(l), l - p 
(1 - p)( 1 - 1) COVT_, [v(T - l),Gmm(T - 1)] 
p p 
Q,(l)' [ C � P)' Gw(T - 2)] 
((1 - P)(1 - 1)) ' �  
. 
+ 2p ;;0 W2,O,O( i, 0, O)O'mm(T - 2)1 
Thus, from equation (10), 
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Therefore, the -:onsumption·wealth ratio at period T - 2 can be written as 
with 





8(0,0, 1,2) = 
8(2,0,0,2) 
, , , 
+ 2: 2: 2: 8(p,q" ,2)17mm(T - 2)'17m.(T - 2)'17w(T - 2)', (47) 
p=oq=o,.=o 
P(2) + Q,(2) (1 -P��l- 1) aD 
Q,(2)(1 -P��1 - 1) + Q,(2)Q,(1)'� � =; (1 - P��1- 1).p,.o.o(l'O,O) 
Q,(2) (1 -P��1 - 1)(a;n + a;') 
1 - p  Q,(2)Q,(1)(1 - 1)-P 
e 1 - 1 Q,(1)'Q, (2) ( 1 - P) ' 2 1  - P P 
e l - 'Q (l)'Q (2) (( 1- P)(l - ,) )' .1. (2 0 0) 2 1 - p  1 1 2p ¥'2,O,O " 
and s(i ,i,k,2) := 0 for all i,k > 1 and i > 2. Thus, the result holds for t = 2. Now, assume that 
the result is true for at. Then, let's prove that it also holds for at-I' 
From, the a'utoregressive process (14) we can write, 
and, therefore, 
T-t T-t 
E, 2: Qj(T - I)'m(t + j) = 2: Qj(T - t)Hj-1 E" m(t + 1) (48) 
j=l j::l 
T-' 
17 •• (1 - 1) = 2: Qj(T - t)H'U-')17w(1 - 1) 
j::l 
2T-I-1 2T-I-1 
+ L L s(p,q,r,T- t)s(p',q',r',T - t) 
p,q,"::o p' ,q',,.'::(l 
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Notice that, from Lemma 2, the second term of (49) can be written as 
Similarly, 
2T-t-1 2T-t-1 
L L ,(p,q,r, T - t),(p',q',r',T - t) X 
p,q,r=O p',,',r'=O 
2p 2, 2r 
LL L tPp" ,r(i,j,k)Umm(t - l)iO'm,,(t - l)iO'w(t _ 1)k 
i::oj=Ok::O 
2T-t 
= L V(p, q, T, T - t)O'mm(t - l)Pum,,(t - l)quw(t - lr· 
p" ,r=O 
T-' 
U.m(t - 1) ; - L Qj(T - t)Hj-'um.(t - 1) 
;=1 
Finally, from Lemma 1 
-Et_tlogat 
T-t 1 - p ; P(T - t) + E._, L Qj(T - t)--rmt + j 
;=1 p 
T-. 
+ £t-l L S(p, q, T, T - t)Umm(t)PO'm"(t)'U,,,,(tr 
p" ,r::O 
T-t 1 - p ; P(T - t) + £',-1 L Qj(T - t)-rm(t + j) j=1 P 
T-t p , r 
+ L L L L ("".(i,j,k)umm(t - l)'um.(t - 1Y" .. (t)' 
p,q,r=O i=O j=O 1=0 
T-t 1 - p ; P(T - t) + E._1 L Qj(T - t)--rm(t + j) 
j=1 P 
2T-. 





Then, substituting equations (49) to (52) in (10). we obtain that the consumption-wealth 
ratio satisfies 
T-. 
( 1 - ) ; K(T - t +  1) + E. L Qj(T - t +  1) -_P rm(t + j - 1) 
;=1 p 
2T-. 2T-. 2T-. 
+ L- L L .(p,q, r, T  - t + l)umm{t - l)Pum.(t - l)'u .. (t - 1)', (53) 
p=O ,=0 r .. O 
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where 
,(l,O,O,T - t + 1) 
p l - 7  
v(I,O,O,T - t)B(T - t + 1)2--,(1,0,0, T  - t) l - p  
+ 
,(O, I ,O, T ·- t + l) = 
+ 
+ 
s(O,O, I,T ·- t +  1) = 
+ 
+ 
s(p,q,r,T -- t + l) = 
+ 
B(T - t +  1)
(1 - P��1 - 7)
, 
P 1-7 
v(O, I,O,T - t)B(T - t + 1)2 1 _  P 
B(T - t + 1),(O,I,O,T - t) 
T-t 
B(T - t + 1)(1 - 7) � Qi(T.)Hi-1 ,  jEl 
p l - 7  
v(O,O, I,T - t)B(T - t +  1)2-1. - p 
B(T - t + 1),(0,0, I,T - t) 
B(T - t + 1) (Qi(T - t)Hi-l)' , 
p l - 7  
v(p,q, r,T - t)B(T - t + 1)2 1
_ 
P 
B(T - t + 1),(p,q, r,T - t), 
for all p,q,r, S.t 2T-t-1 > ma.x{p,q, r} > 1 and 
s(p, q, r, T ·- t + 1) = B(T - t + 1),(p,q,r,T - t) for ma.x{p, q,r} = T - t + l. 
Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 
From equation (10) and Lemma 3 we know, 
and from expressions (48) and (55) we have that 
l - p 
u.m(t) = ---S(T - t)COVt(rm(t + 1), rm(t + 2)), 
P . 
with S(T - t) = l:;;f Qi(T - t)Hi-1 • Q.E.D. 
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